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Abstract Models of skeletal muscle based on its response to sinusoidal stimulation have been in use since the late 1960s. In these methods, cyclic excitation at varying frequencies is used to determine force or muscle length amplitude and phase as functions of excitation frequency. These functions can then be approximated by models consisting of combinations of poles and zeros and pure time delays without the need to combine force–length or force–velocity relationships. The major findings of a series of frequency response studies undertaken in our laboratory revealed that: 앫 The frequency response models for isometric force including orderly recruitment of motor units were relatively invariant of the particular strategy or oscillation level employed. A critically damped second order model with corner frequency near 2 Hz and a pure time delay best described the relationship between input stimulation and output isometric force. 앫 The frequency response models for load-moving muscles consisted of an overall gain which is a function of mass, dependent mostly on the width of the length–force relation at a given load (force), and a frequency-dependent gain component independent of load mass. The phase lag between input and output was also independent of load. 앫 Muscle function and architecture are the primary determinants of its isometric force frequency response. 앫 Tendon viscoelasticity (excluding the aponeurosis) has no significant effect on isometric force dynamic response, but does have a minor effect on load-moving dynamic response. The effect of tendon in reducing or augmenting the load-moving muscle response bandwidth is muscle-dependent. 앫 The joint produces decreased high frequency gain and uniformly increased phase lags between input excitation and output force in isometric conditions. The joint acts as a lag network in load-moving conditions, increasing the phase lag without significant effect on the gain. Despite its inherent non-linear properties, the joint does not significantly deteriorate output signal quality in either isometric or load-moving conditions. 앫 Co-contraction strategy has a significant effect on the dynamic response of the joint. These frequency-based models have shown to be robust as long as the excitation type and mechanical conditions under which they are obtained are not varied. They are particularly useful for the design of neuroprostheses, where a dynamic description of muscle output as a function of stimulus input under given conditions is desirable.  1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Frequency response; Muscle; Modeling



1. Introduction Attempts to model the different properties of a skeletal muscle and then to integrate them into a single model that can describe movement such as jumping, pedaling and walking date back to the last century. The first description of the length–tension relationship by Blix
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[10] was perhaps the pioneering step. Later, Hill [14] and others elaborated on the description of the force– velocity relationships of single muscles, muscle fibers and sarcomeres. These two cornerstone relationships were repeatedly used, separately and integrated together, to construct more elaborate models that were claimed to describe overall muscle performance. More aggressive attempts were also made to integrate the length–tension and the force–velocity relationships with other physiological phenomena such as motor unit recruitment, firing rate, length and force feedback (from spindles and Golgi
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tendon organs), and neuromusculoskeletal dynamics, to obtain overall prediction of human movement [13]. It is unquestionable that such models increased our knowledge of human movement and its complexity, even in simple daily functions. These first attempts at modeling human or muscle movement were instrumental in educating the scientific community engaged in this field as to why we were unable to successfully solve this problem. For example, combining the length–tension relationships with the force–velocity relationship [1,2] seemed to have the potential to describe the length– force–velocity behavior of the muscle in isometric and isotonic conditions. The length–tension model was obtained from a series of isometric contractions at different lengths, whereas the force–velocity model of Hill was obtained in isotonic tests. Combining models from isometric and isotonic contractions produced a model unable to predict muscle behavior. This is clearly shown in recent work by Vance et al. [28] and Baratta et al. [9]. The peak (maximal) force of the isometric length– tension relationship is 54% larger than the maximal force of the isotonic length–tension relation for the medial gastrocnemius muscle. For the tibialis anterior muscle, the difference between maximal force in the isometric and isotonic contractions was 27%. Consequently, an error of 27–50% could be made if one combined fragmented data or models of muscle behavior obtained under different conditions. The above example is representative of many other such discrepancies made in the past that doom muscle modeling to failure if an integrated approach is not considered. A detailed account of all the pitfalls associated with developing integrated models of muscle performance from fragmented data obtained under specific conditions is given by Huijing [16] as part of this special issue. A different approach to describing muscle characteristics is frequency response modeling. This model does not require the prior knowledge of length–tension, force– velocity, etc., but is based solely on the quantitative description of the muscle’s response to oscillating inputs of different frequencies. While the model is obtained in the frequency domain, it can be easily converted to the time domain and thereby can predict or describe aspects of muscle behavior in both time and frequency domains. Given a frequency domain model, one can use it reliably to predict the result of applying a variety of non-oscillatory inputs such as ramps, steps or random signals. This approach is useful in describing muscle/movement in many applications, but is particularly valuable in applications where a neuroprosthesis has to be designed for individuals who are no longer capable of controlling their limbs due to spinal cord injury. In such instances, the muscles, tendons, joints, ligaments and bones are usually intact below the level of injury, yet the central



voluntary commands cannot control them to elicit purposeful movement. With this application in mind, a series of experiments was performed over the last 15 years with the purpose of delineating the dynamic model of skeletal muscles and specific components that may affect the dynamic response. In particular, the roles of diverse muscle architectures, conditions such as isometric and load moving, the tendon, the joint and co-contraction of agonist– antagonist muscles were examined. Most recently, the impact of external proprioceptive feedback was also studied. The two most fundamental caveats that need to be kept in mind to correctly interpret and use this type of model are that: 쐌 each model is condition-specific; for example a frequency characterization obtained in isometric conditions applies only to isometric conditions. 쐌 The muscle is operating well inside of its extremes of performance; not near extreme elongation or shortening nor near maximal contractile force or quiescent tone. In the research we review here, we attempted to keep muscle length within physiologic range and muscle force within 10 to 90% of the maximal available. Within these limits of load and length, the muscle’s behavior is reasonably linear and provides insights into the most important constituents of its dynamic characteristics. From the practical application standpoint, frequency characterizations of systems can help the designer of electrical stimulation systems intended to restore function to paralysed limbs. The magnitude and relative delay of output (e.g. muscle force or length, joint torque or angle) with respect to input are described by the model, which leads to the possibility of designing a system that will track a desired input as accurately as possible while avoiding instability. These studies provide clues on how to optimize muscle control strategies to achieve a given goal for movement control such as minimum jerk, minimum time or minimum total effort, how to prevent undesirable effects such as oscillatory instability, or what type of feedback strategy would help to reduce a limb control system’s sensitivity to external disturbances.



2. Methods The foundation behind frequency response methods is to stimulate a system with sinusoidal inputs of various frequencies, and to obtain a characterization of the output amplitude and of the phase difference between input and output as a function of frequency. Adult cats anesthetized with ␣-chloralose were used in this series of experiments. This drug is an agent which
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acts on the central nervous system, and [26] which unlike commonly used barbiturates [25,27] does not interfere with neuromuscular response [11]. The sciatic nerve is exposed through posterior thigh incisions, and all branches denervated except those of the muscles under study. A tri-polar nerve cuff electrode is placed on the sciatic nerve and connected to two simulators. One of the two simulators is a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which controls the firing rate of active motor units according to the command generated by a control computer and is thus termed the firing rate stimulator. The other stimulator is a high frequency (600 pps) pulse amplitude modulator (PM) which controls the orderly recruitment of motor units according to their size through the high frequency stimulation block phenomenon [7] and is referred to as the recruitment stimulator. With this system the firing rate and recruitment of motor units can be controlled independently, which provides the ability to simulate a variety of motor unit control strategies, and to examine their influence upon whole muscle response. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Three experimental setups were used to measure either isometric muscle force, muscle shortening/ displacement under load-moving conditions, joint torque or joint angle. In isometric conditions, the muscle is freed from its distal insertion and attached to a Grass FT-10 force transducer. In load-moving experiments, the mus-
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cle is freed from its distal insertion and attached to a cable–pulley system to which a series of weights are suspended, and load displacement is measured by means of a potentiometer. In studies where ankle joint movement is studied, the foot is secured to a rotating armature which can be fixed for isometric conditions or loaded with a variety of loads for non-isometric trials. Diagrams of the experimental setups are shown in Fig. 2. Input signals consist of sinusoids ranging in frequency from 0.4 to 6 Hz which are used to control the pulse rate of the firing rate stimulator or the pulse amplitude of the recruitment stimulator. Outputs consist of muscle force or joint torque in isometric cases, or of muscle length and joint angle in load-moving experiments. Figure 3 shows typical results of isometric force output at several oscillating frequencies. The most notable features of the relationship between input and output at varying frequencies are that the amplitude tends to decrease in size with increasing frequency, and that the phase lag between input and output increases with increasing frequency. Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) are performed on the windowed input and output signals. The gain and phase are obtained by complex division of the resulting FFT values at the trial fundamental frequency according to the following equation: ˜ ˜ F 兩F兩 ˜ = ˜ ⭿⌰ (1) V 兩V兩 Recruitment Stimulator
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the system used to modulate motor unit recruitment and firing rate. A computer generates an input signal which is scaled by the factors ⫺ K1 and K2 to create two signals used as input to a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and a pulse amplitude modulator (PM). The pulse modulator delivers pulses of 100 s duration at 600 pps to block the activation of motor units. Those motor units not under the influence of the high frequency block are controlled by pulses of supramaximal amplitude from the VCO, which delivers pulses at a rate prescribed by the control computer.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setups. In all conditions, the cat lays prone on a V-shaped platform and its leg is secured via a pelvic clamp and femoral pin as shown on the left most pane. The top diagram shows the force transducer system used to measure isometric muscle force. The middle diagram shows a pulley with a potentiometer as axis which guides a cable suspending a weight. In the bottom panel, the setup used to measure joint parameters is shown. A rotating armature instrumented with strain gauges measures net flexion/extension torque, and joint angle. A locking plate and screw can make the joint isometric for pure torque measurements.
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Fig. 3. Sample outputs obtained with sinusoidal modulation of motor unit recruitment. Note the decrease in output amplitude and the relative shift in phase between input and output with increasing oscillation frequency.



where F is the complex FFT value of the output signal, and V is the complex FFT value of the input voltage, both at the trial frequency. This equation yields a gain in units of output (force, torque, angle or displacement) divided by input (volts) and a phase in radians. To allow direct comparison of data from different animals, the gain data are converted to decibels (db) and normalized with respect to the gain at 0.4 Hz frequency to account



for differences in stimulation thresholds or muscle strength according to the following equation: ˜ ˜ 兩F/V兩 dB = 20 log ˜ ˜ (2) 兩F/V兩0.4 Hz Gain and phase vs frequency (Bode) plots are then constructed. A model formulation is obtained based on the
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terminal slope at high frequencies in dB/decade and the inflections in the pooled means. The method of recursive least squares is then used to find a combination of poles, zeros and a pure time delay to best represent the output data, by minimizing the sum of squared error of the model from the gain and phase through iteration. Fig. 4 shows companion gain and phase vs frequency plots with the best-fit model obtained as an example of the type of output obtainable by this modeling approach. Harmonic distortion (defined as the sum of power in harmonic frequencies divided by the power of the base oscillation frequency) is used as a criterion to evaluate the quality of output sinusoids and thereby examine whether the linear systems approach is justified under



the experimental conditions. If the total harmonic distortion was less than 5% a linear model was used for the given experimental paradigm.



3. Results 3.1. Isometric force: dependence on control strategy and oscillation amplitude Muscles use different control strategies to modulate contractile force. For example, in linear increases of force, the biceps brachii and rectus femoris tend to recruit motor units up to nearly 80% of the maximal



Fig. 4. Sample pooled frequency response data with best-fit model. Standard deviations are indicated by the vertical bars. Gain is normalized with respect to the 0.4 Hz point, hence it is 0 at this frequency. Negative gain indicates that the output is smaller than the base frequency. The phase is negative to indicate lag of the output with respect to the input.
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voluntary contraction, after which it relies on increasing the firing rate of all motor units to increase the level of force to 100% [8]. In contrast, in step increases of force, the same muscles recruit motor units up to only 50% of their maximal force, and rely on firing rate to modulate the force at higher levels of effort [8]. The fact that motor units recruited at higher force levels are of progressively faster twitch characteristics prompted investigation of the effect of control strategy and oscillation level on the resulting frequency response model. To do this, four muscle control strategies were devised. The first consisted of only changes of firing rate in the fully recruited muscle (FR), the second consisted of changes only of recruitment at a constant firing rate (REC), the third consisted of simultaneous motor unit recruitment and firing rate increase throughout the contraction (100% RRG), and lastly, firing rate and recruitment up to 50% of the maximal force, with firing rate solely responsible for the top half of the contractile force range (50% RRG). Each of these strategies were applied at oscillation amplitudes of approximately 25 and 75% of the soleus (SOL) muscle’s maximal force, yielding data obtained with small and large force oscillations. For all strategies except pure firing rate control at small oscillations, the model format consisted of a simple gain with double poles and a time delay. The mathematical formulation of this type of model is as follows: M(j) =



冉



K e ⫺ j j 1+ 2p



冊



2



(3)



M(j) represents the output response; it is a complex function of frequency whose amplitude is yielded by the square root of the sum of its squared components, and whose phase is determined by the arctangent of the ratio of its components. The model parameters are K (gain constant),  (time delay in seconds) and p (pole location in Hertz). The variable j represents the square root of ⫺ 1, and  the angular frequency in radians per second. Pure firing rate control at small oscillations had a fundamentally different model format, with a single pole rather than a double pole set. This formulation is of the following format: M(j) =



冉



K e ⫺ j j 1+ 2p



冊



(4)



Table 1 summarizes the model parameters for each of the control strategies and oscillation magnitudes. In all strategies, the mean harmonic distortion was less than 5%. In subsequent experiments, a control strategy of 100% RRG was used.
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Table 1 Strategy



Large oscillations



FR REC 100% RRG 50% RRG



Small oscillations



P (Hz)



Td (ms)



P (Hz)



 (ms)



3,3 1.9,1.9 1.8,1.8 1.9,1.9



4 18 15 19



0.9 1.7,1.7 1.8,1.8 2,2



15 10 15 20



3.2. Frequency response of load-moving muscle While the isometric force is a significant component of movement and an important step in the understanding of muscle dynamic characteristics, most functions of extremity muscles involve moving limbs and loads. Therefore, the response of the muscle (change in length) while moving an inertial load will provide clues as to how it will behave when required to move joints, limbs and loads. To achieve this, a series of weights ranging from 500 g to 3 kg was suspended on a pulley system that loaded the medial gastrocnemius (MG) muscle which was stimulated in sinusoidal oscillation patterns. The model formulation that best fit the data obtained under these conditions was two sets of double poles, with two different zeros, a time delay and a mass-dependent gain. It was noted that one set of double poles was precisely the isometric poles found previously. The model formulation for this type of movement is as follows:



冉 冉



Km 1 + M(j) =



冊冉 冊冉



冊



j j 1+ e ⫺ j 2z1 2z2



j 1+ 2p1



2



j 1+ 2p2



冊



2



(5)



In this equation, z1 and z2 are the zeros of the model in Hz (in this case 0.55 and 7 Hz), p1 and p2 are the poles (1.1 and 2.8 Hz) and the subscript m accompanying the K denotes that the gain is a function of mass [5]. 3.3. Isometric force dependence on architecture and functional properties The frequency response of nine muscles within the cat’s hind limb was determined to assess the effect of different muscle architectural properties on frequency response [3]. Specifically, frequency response during concurrent recruitment and firing rate were obtained for the extensor digitorum longus (EDL), flexor digitorum longus (FDL), lateral gastrocnemius (LG), medial gastrocnemius (MG), peroneus brevis (PB), peroneus longus (PL), soleus (SOL), tibialis anterior (TA) and tibialis posterior (TP). In all cases, a model format of one
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set of double pole with time delay was best suited to fit the data as in the first isometric study [8]. The location of the poles and the length of the time delay, however, varied. Table 2 presents the pole locations and time delays for the muscles tested. A step-wise regression was performed which took into account average muscle mass and length, tendon length, architectural type, medio-lateral location (as indicator of a muscle’s role in inversion/eversion), antero-posterior location (as indicator of the muscle’s role in dorsal or plantar flexion) and fiber composition. Of all these parameters, muscle location within the limb and architecture made significant contributions to determining the values of poles; anterolateral muscles of fusiform architecture tended to have the frequency response with the highest pole value. Interestingly, the muscle mass or length, tendon length and fiber composition played no significant role in determining the location of poles within the frequency response model. 3.4. Effect of tendon The tendon is a non-linear, viscoelastic component with the potential to influence the frequency response through the cyclic storing and releasing of energy [20]. In the previous study where tendon length was examined as one of a variety of possible factors, it did not contribute to the determination of pole locations. More detailed studies were performed on the effect of tendon in the TA, MG and EDL muscles [4,21,22]. The basis of the study was to compare the frequency response of the same muscles before and after severing the tendon and attaching the aponeurosis directly to the force transducer. The induced sinusoidal force variations oscillated between 20 and 80% of the maximal isometric force. In all three muscles, it was found that isometric muscle force measured with and without the tendon was essentially identical; the tendon had no effect on the frequency response, acting as a stiff force transmission mechanism. Measuring displacement in the same muscles under loadmoving conditions, however, minor but statistically significant effects were found. In the MG and EDL, the presence of the tendon tended to increase the high-freTable 2 Muscle



Double pole location (Hz) Time delay (ms)



EDL FDL LG MG PB PL SOL TA TP



2.5 2.15 1.55 2.0 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.8 2.15



9 10 12 10 9 8 12 17 12



quency gain and to reduce the phase shift between input and load displacement. In contrast, the TA tendon tended to decrease the gain and to increase the phase shift between input and output [21,22]. 3.5. Effect of the joint on the frequency response In any functional application, muscle activity is meant to move joints. Joints have components with non-linear viscoelastic characteristics such as the articular cartilage, ligaments, a fluid filled capsule, distal limb inertia and variable muscle moment arms. All of these components have the potential to affect the dynamic conversion of muscle force and length into joint torque and angle. Given the knowledge that the tendon’s influence on the muscle overall dynamic response varies with loading condition, it was of interest to examine the effect of the joint on the overall response in isometric and load-moving situations. To do this, direct comparative studies were performed under both conditions. The experimental paradigms were to perform frequency response studies in which ankle plantar flexion torque or angle was measured, followed by separating the MG from its calcaneus insertion, and then the frequency response study was repeated on the muscle force or length. The result was paired comparative data sets in which the effect of the joint on the transduction of force to torque or of muscle length to angle could be examined. In isometric conditions, differences in normalized dynamic response between the muscle force and joint torque were found both in terms of phase and gain. The joint produced a significant decrease of high-frequency gain, coupled with significant increase in the phase lag between input and output at all frequencies. The effect of the joint was modeled as follows: J(j) =



Kj(1 + 0.012j) (1 + 0.032j)



(6)



where J(j) represents the dynamics of the joint and Kj is a moment arm related gain factor. It is combined with a pole at 1.8 Hz and a zero at 3.8 Hz [30]. In contrast, the joint in load-moving conditions behaved as a lag network, with a pole at 5 Hz and a zero at 13 Hz. The functional effect of these parameters is to introduce a significant phase lag between input and output, but not affecting the gain significantly. The total harmonic distortion was less than 5% in all tested frequencies in both isometric and load-moving conditions [28]. 3.6. Co-contraction and its effect on dynamic response Muscles that control a joint act in coordination to maintain anatomic stability. The process of interaction
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between prime movers (agonists) and their antagonists muscles is termed co-contraction. If one is concerned about the long-term health of the joint in a functional application, it is necessary to use co-contraction during movement [6,15,24]. One can identify two schemes for co-contracting muscles: one based on the physiologic need for increasing dynamic stabilization of the joint and ligaments with increasing net torque, and another scheme based on decreasing antagonist activity with increasing agonist force within a given co-contraction force range, to prevent joint laxity at low contraction levels and to simplify the control of the joint. Also, combinations of these strategies can be devised which at high net torque follow the physiology-based strategies, and which at low forces follow the control-based strategies. Moreover, given the different patterns of compression of the cartilaginous tissue with different co-contraction strategies, it is conceivable that different strategies may impart different dynamic characteristics to the joint net dynamic response. A series of experiments was devised where different co-contraction strategies were used to effect ankle joint isometric flexion/extension torque by the SOL and TA muscles. Two parameters were used to describe co-contraction: overlap was described as the range of co-contraction where one muscle’s activity increases while the other decreases; antagonist gain refers to the relative gain between the muscles in the region outside of the overlap range. Representative input–output functions are shown in Fig. 5. The data show that the co-contraction strategy has a significant effect on the dynamic response; fastest response and minimum harmonic distortion was achieved when the antagonist gain was set at 10%, with a 50% overlap. Overlap ensures that the joint is not lax during transitions between flexion and extension, while antagonist gain prevents large agonist forces from subluxing the joint. These frequency response models obtained with cocontraction about the ankle joint were modeled with two zeros, four poles and a pure time delay. They were compared to an analytical model consisting of a sum of SOL and TA isometric force acting on the isometric ankle joint. This analytical model was of the following format:



A(j) =



冋



KSOL e ⫺ SOL j (1 + PSOLj)2
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KTA e ⫺ TA j (1 + PTAj)2



册



·



KJ(1 + ZJ j) (1 + PJ j) (7)



Once parameters for the isometric SOL, TA and ankle joint were input to the model, it was found that the analytical model consistently overestimated the gain at middle and high frequencies [12].
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3.7. Feedback and the control of muscle force Frequency-based muscle models allow the designer of Functional Electrical Stimulation systems to predict the time response of muscle to electrical stimulation signals, and to establish design criteria where the stimulator/muscle system will be stable while providing optimal motion of the limb from the functional and efficiency standpoints [23]. The fact that the muscle model phase delay exceeds 180° suggests the possibility of feedback-induced instability. Improvements in signal tracking brought about by a simple gain force feedback are demonstrated in Fig. 6a. A comparison between the open loop and closed loop (feedback gain = 0.9) responses when following a ramp and 1 s hold show marked improvement in tracking. The danger of instability is shown in Fig. 6b. In this case, the feedback gain has been increased to the point that oscillations occur at the beginning of the tracking task (feedback gain = 3), simulating the high proprioceptive gain in pathological conditions which result in clonic spasticity.



4. Discussion The studies described show that frequency-based modeling can contribute significantly to the understanding and control of the neuromusculoskeletal system. The effect of muscle properties, loading conditions, joint and tendon properties, co-contraction and proprioceptive feedback can be delineated using frequency-based techniques without making the risky and often unsubstantiated assumptions of muscle properties required to predict limb movement. Also, phenomena such as spasticity can be explained and understood in terms of closed-loop systems whose behavior is well described by frequency methods. In particular, these models are useful for designing electrical stimulation-based motor neuroprostheses. For example, the stability margin of a closedloop system with artificial feedback can be predicted, and steps taken to avoid such instability. The best-fit models for isometric force under pure firing rate control under small and large oscillations are remarkably different; small oscillations were best represented by a simple first-order system, while large oscillations required a second-order model to best fit the data. The models including motor unit recruitment were relatively invariant of the particular strategy or oscillation level employed. The model type deemed to best describe isometric force is in essence a critically damped secondorder system, which has maximum response speed without overshoot. Within the constraints of second-order dynamics, this can be considered an optimal response system. From the signal quality standpoint, the linear models were justified by the low total harmonic distortion. The fact, however, that the frequency response
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Fig. 5. Maps denoting the relationship between joint input command and the agonist–antagonist muscle commands. A full flexion joint command is denoted as ⫺ 1, and elicits full contraction from the flexor with extensor activity regulated by the co-contraction map; a full extension command (1) requires maximal activity of the extensor, with the flexor’s activity prescribed by the co-contraction map. In the midst of the command range, the amount of flexor and extensor activity are regulated by the muscle command function.



under firing rate control only was completely different in small vs large force oscillations implies that the linear condition of homogeneity is violated, thereby precluding the use of a generalized linear model for this control strategy. Another finding of practical relevance was that the



addition of a time delay to the second-order system makes the phase between input and output exceed 180° at high frequencies. This means that although the muscle is inherently stable as a system, its inclusion in a feedback loop carries with it the possibility of instability. This effect is analogous to spasticity in spinal cord
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Fig. 6. Comparison between open and closed loop force tracking of a 6 s ramp followed by a 1 s hold. Panel a shows the feedback gain adjusted to be as high as possible without inducing oscillations (in this case 0.9). Tracking is obviously better with feedback, as the curvature effects caused by the contraction dynamics are compensated by the feedback. Panel b shows the effect of excessive feedback gain. In this case oscillations near to 6 Hz are encountered as the system attempts to track a ramp signal. The frequency of the oscillations is predicted by the frequency response model (which crosses 180° near 6 Hz). Because of energy limitations, the oscillations diminish and the system begins to track adequately. This is, however, an unacceptable response for a practical application.



injured individuals, where the absence of inhibitory input from the central nervous system results in unchecked proprioceptive feedback and therefore unstable oscillatory contractions in the form of clonus. Once the muscle is allowed to move a load, the model becomes more complex; a load-dependent gain enters into the equation along with added poles and zeros. Upon pooling the data of muscle displacement under different mass loads, it was evident that the absolute gain depended strongly upon the size of the mass. When the displacement at each frequency was normalized with respect to the amplitude at the base frequency with the same mass, it also became evident that the frequencydependent component did not vary as a function of mass (i.e. mass has an effect on the static gain, but not on the location of model poles and zeros). Although it is expected that increasing mass would have a bandwidth limiting effect on the overall response, Partridge [17] had previously found similar results to ours; changing inertial loads did not decrease bandwidth as anticipated from a linear actuator. Moreover, the mass-dependent gain was not monotonic; it increased from 500 g to 1 kg, and decreased thereafter. It was speculated that the massdependent gain factor was related to the width of the length–force curve at the given load; that the oscillation amplitude was proportional to the difference between passive and active lengths for each given load, as this is the limiting factor of maximum amplitude at each load. The essential result of isometric force frequency response of a variety of muscles was that muscle func-



tion and architecture are the primary determinants of its isometric frequency response. In studying the effect of the tendon on the muscle response bandwidth, it was interesting to find that its effect was condition-dependent; the tendon did not change the muscle’s isometric dynamic response, but had statistically significant effects in load-moving conditions. However, these changes are minor and vary from muscle to muscle. A possible culprit for the differences between the muscles studied may be their architecture; the TA is mainly fusiform, whereas the MG and EDL have larger pennation angles. One point to consider is that the aponeurosis (or musculotendinous junction) may exert a larger influence upon muscle dynamics because it is more compliant than the portion of tendon whose effect was studied. The results regarding the effect of the joint suggest that within the contraction limits spanning 20 to 80% of the muscle’s force and most of the range of motion, the non-linear properties of the joint components do not alter significantly the linearity of the overall system. The joint produces decreased high-frequency gain and uniformly increased phase lags between input excitation and output force in isometric conditions, but acts as a lag network in load-moving conditions, increasing the phase lag without significant effect on the gain. In addition, despite its inherent non-linear properties, the joint does not significantly deteriorate output signal quality in either isometric or load-moving conditions. An example of an application of these methods and their limitations is the use of feedback to optimize signal
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tracking. In preliminary studies, it was found that a simple gain feedback between 0.5 and 1 would improve the transient response of isometric muscle force. More recent experiments show that with such feedback gains, the tracking capability is vastly improved as is shown in Fig. 6a. Also, the limits of stability predicted by the linear systems model can be examined experimentally; Fig. 6b shows unstable control caused by high feedback gain. When this occurs, the system instability departs from the type of sustained instability predicted by linear systems analysis. This is for two reasons: first, when these oscillations begin, inputs to the stimulator fall outside of the calibration range, and linearity does not hold. Second, the system is energy limited and therefore unable to oscillate indefinitely. Both of these phenomena contribute to the stabilization of the system followed by a return to correct tracking. The usefulness of such an approach can be appreciated in an existing clinical application. To ameliorate pathological tremor Prochazka et al. [18,19] used a model of forearm frequency response to stimulate patients “out of phase” with their tremor. The need to time the stimulation in this application is crucial, as the stimulation needs to be precisely delivered in order to counteract the underlying pathology. Information regarding the relationship between stimulation and mechanical response timing and amplitude is best provided by frequency response methods. In summary, it can be concluded that frequency response methods are powerful tools in providing information about the response of muscles, the joints and their control. This information is useful to help understand the practical effects of tissue properties on the overall physiologic system’s response, and is particularly useful in the design of neuroprostheses. Clues regarding response to control and stability can be derived from these methods as well. The most important limiting factor to this type of models is their condition-specificity; that is a model obtained under given conditions is valid only under those exact conditions. Given this caveat, these types of models remain an important tool to those attempting to understand and control skeletal muscle.
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